Cool Tool

Name of Skill/Setting: Bus Line Behavior

Purpose of Lesson/Why it is Important
- To establish and maintain quiet and safe bus lines while waiting in the hallway for the buses.

What are our expectations?

Be Safe
- Walk to the bus line.
- Be aware of other children and adults in the hallway.
- Sit with backs to the wall, legs crisscrossed, and book bags on lap.
- Keep hands and feet to yourself.

Be Responsible
- Line up when your bus is called.
- Stay in your own bus line.
- Keep your belongings on your lap.

Be Respectful
- Use quiet voices in the hallway
- Allow space between you and other people in the bus line when putting on your back pack to get on the bus.
- Listen to teacher in charge of bus dismissal

Be a Team Player
- Direct any problems or lost students to teachers.